
AWAKEN YOUR INTUITION
HOMEWORK SHEET

MOON PHASES & OUR CYCLES
 

REFLECTIONS
Simularities between our cycles and the moon:

29 day cycle
13 full moons a year

4 main phases
Connection to water

Life giving
 

The Dark Moon 
This time can act as our bleed, encouraging REST & quiet Intuition. 
DARK MOON RITUALS
Introspection - Meditation, Restorative Yoga, deep journalling. 
Peaceful time alone or in nature.

The New & Waxing Moon
This phase can act as our follicular phase, planting seeds of Intention. 
NEW MOON RITUALS
The beginning of a new cycle, planting seeds, ideas and plans. Getting creative.
Intention Setting for the lunar month ahead
FIRST QUARTER
Plans into action, rising energy, explore & experiment. A sense of  playfullness. 
Slowly increase movement & momentum. 

The Full Moon 
Our big beautiful full moon can be a time of illumination, attracting energy and
celebration, like ovulation.
FULL MOON RITUALS
Get into your body - Dance, move, flow.
Write down limiting beliefs, things that are holding you back.
Cleansing bathing or sea dip. 

The Waning Moon 
This time can reflect our Luteal phase, encouraging Release & a Slowing Down
LAST QUARTER RITUALS
Finishing jobs, wrapping up, list making.
Editing, clear out old clothes, burn limiting beliefs.
Ramp up self care.

 
 

EXTRA RESOURCES
Book of the Moon - Dr Maggie Pocock

Moon Bath - book by Dakota Hills & Sierra Brashear
Charlie Trimbell @_charlietimbrell 
Magic of I https://uk.magicofi.com/
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JOURNAL PROMPTS FOR EACH PHASE
 

The Dark Moon / Bleed
Where can I make more time for rest?
How canI encourage a deeper connection to myself?
What are my deepest hopes and dreams?

The New & Waxing Moon / Follicular
What seeds of intention do I want to set this month?
How do I want to FEEL?
How can I encourage playfullness or creativity this week?

The Full Moon / Ovulation
What is one (or ten!) thing I can celebrate about myself?
How do I want to show up in the world, what gifts do I want to share?
Where can I fit in time this week for joyful movement?

The Waning Moon / Luteal
What is no longer working for me? (limiting beliefs or patterns)
What would I like to leave behind in this cycle?
Where can I find time for physical or energetic release this week? 

KEY POINT TO REMEMBER
The ways in which you support yourself thoughout the WHOLE cycle or moonth

will have a direct effect on how you feel in your most challenging phases. 
 

Let me know how you get on! Rachel x 
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